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Thoughts on the 
Failure of Curriculum Reform

Why have so ninny reforms embodied, for example, in "open education" failed! (a) The 
reforms themselves are grounded in a contcmporary-relativistic world-view, which is 
alien, even threatening, to most teachers, (b) The reforms, often, were "installed"; tJmt 
is, teachers were told to find ways of implementing change models grounded in philo 
sophical assumptions which they found greatly at variance with their own beliefs.

". . . w ith all of its noise, its millions of words, its 
dedicated activists, the school reform movement has 
faded into history with hardly a trace of evidence that 
it ever existed. . . ." Daniel Selakovich. "The Failure 
of School Reform." Educational Studies. Spring 1975.

American education has a split personality. 
In reviewing curriculum developments of the past 
quarter-century, it is possible to discern two 
fundamentally irreconcilable rationales underly 
ing what has been said and done. The first is 
grounded in classical realism and idealism and 
finds its twentieth-century expression in essential- 
ism and perennialism; the second combines a 
gestaltist world-view with elements of modern 
pragmatism and existentialism.

I have come to suspect the failure of the edu 
cational reforms the 1960s and early 1970s was 
due, at least in part, to a lack of understanding 
that there existed a fundamental philosophical 
difference between the reforms being proposed 
and the institution of public schooling in America 
for which they were being proposed. I am sug 
gesting that schools and school people are oper 
ating very largely within the traditional-deter 
ministic rationale; while the reforms of the 1960's 
were largely reflective of the philosophy expressed 
by the contemporary-relativistic rationale. It was 
not simply a matter of "liberal" reforms and 
"conservative" educators, citizens, and school 
boards. The conflict was deeper than that: a basic 
but usually unarticulated philosophical disagree 
ment about the proper role of schooling, the 
nature of education, the role of the teacher, and 
so forth.

Because of the way in which our culture has 
been shaped during the past 350 years, the tradi 

tional-deterministic world view has been the pre 
dominant social outlook for most of the present 
century. 1 It is, therefore, the one out of which 
most teachers function. Not only was it the 
essence of their own experience as students, but 
it was also the essence of their training to be 
teachers and of their experiences and behavior as 
teachers themselves.

Let us pause for a moment and review some 
of the characteristics of the essentialist-perennial- 
ist classroom2 :

• Highest status in the school is given to the 
traditional "academic" subjects that constitute the 
college-preparatory course.

• Disciplining the mind and cultivating the 
intellect is seen as more worthy than acquiring 
physical, manual, or even intuitive skills—how 
ever marketable these may be.

• Because intellectual abilities are highly 
valued, the better and more experienced teachers 
are often assigned to the "advanced" classes of 
"brighter" students, while average or new teach 
ers are assigned to classes of average, slow, and 
"problem" students.

• The fine arts and some other "non-aca 
demic" areas of the curriculum are viewed by 
many as frills, and are the first to suffer cutbacks 
in times of austerity.

• There is a tendency to feel that there is a 
certain amount of knowledge that must be "cov 
ered" every semester, with no time allowed for

'Walter Feinberg. Reason and Rhetoric. New York: 
Wiley and Sons, 1975.

2 Laurel Tanner and Daniel Tanner. Curriculum De 
velopment. New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1975.
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tangents or exploration of material not planned in 
advance by the teacher.

• Subject areas are kept separate; interdis 
ciplinary courses are not encouraged.

• A standard of excellence is applied as 
rigorously as possible.

• It is considered desirable for students to 
learn certain things, whether they like it or not; 
relevance, as perceived by students, is of little 
concern.

• Students are considered to be immature 
and unable to judge what is best for themselves.

• Students are positively reinforced if they 
sit quietly, speak up just often enough to prove 
they are listening, and are able to memorize well 
enough to pass tests respectably.

• Whether school is enjoyable is quite ir 
relevant; "learning is no amusement, but is ac 
companied with pain" (Aristotle, Politics).

• There is great faith in the value of stand 
ardized tests in sorting students.

• Homogeneous grouping by ability (as 
measured by standardized tests) is seen as desir 
able pedagogical practice.

Reforms that fit into this philosophical f rame- 
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work, that are changes of method, technique, or 
style rather than changes in fundamental proc 
esses or assumptions, have a good chance of 
success. But reforms that would require a shift 
in these fundamental assumptions have far less 
chance of success.

Why Did the Reforms Fail?

Many of the reforms embodied in the proc 
esses of "open education" have failed because: 
(a) The reforms themselves are grounded in the 
contemporary-relativistic world-view, which is 
alien, even threatening, to most teachers; (b) The 
reforms, often, were "installed"; that is, teachers 
were told to find ways of implementing change 
models grounded in philosophical assumptions 
that they found greatly at variance with their own 
beliefs. No wonder they couldn't—or wouldn't— 
do it: even if they understood what was wanted, 
chances are that they didn't agree with much of 
it, and therefore would never feel genuine com 
mitment to making it work.

Why were teachers vulnerable to this kind of 
pressure? For it is certainly true that, all around 
the country, many schools have attempted liberal 
reforms of some kind in the past fifteen years. 
Three possible answers come to mind. First of all, 
change has become a highly valued concept in 
our culture. Schools that resisted getting on this 
or that change bandwagon ran the risk of being 
considered stagnant; teachers who refused to go 
along and to try out the new ways were fre 
quently made to feel "bad," both personally and 
professionally. Teachers who questioned the wis 
dom of particular changes were sometimes viewed 
as reactionary, standing in the way of progress, 
or old-fashioned. Certainly some of them were. 
But it is also possible that, here and there, teach 
ers objected to certain changes on thoughtful 
philosophical grounds. But because philosophical 
discourse is rare in education, these teachers, too, 
ran the risk of being identified merely as un 
cooperative and resistant to change. The merits 
of their arguments were seldom given serious con 
sideration, and the reason for this absence of 
philosophical discourse leads to the second answer 
to our original question, which was: Why were 
school people so vulnerable to the pressure to 
change?



What Price Consistency?
The second answer is this: School people 

have had little or no practice in thinking in terms 
of philosohy, or in being aware of their own value 
systems. Exposure to the Foundations of Educa 
tion at the undergraduate level is often brief, with 
History, Philosophy, Psychology, and Sociology 
all shorn of complexity, reduced to essential facts, 
and packed into a single semester course. Only a 
superhuman teacher could rise above a syllabus 
like that and help the students-preparing-to-be- 
public-school-teachers develop any lasting insight 
into the culture within which they are embedded, 
the ways in which their own values have been 
shaped, and the ways in which each person can 
"do philosophy" or "make sense" for herself/ 
himself. 3 There simply is not enough time.

The third possible answer to the question of 
vulnerability is more subtle and has to do with 
confusion arising from the educational rhetoric 
of goal-setting. For example, when teachers are 
given the opportunity to participate in developing 
a set of goals for their school, or a "school phi 
losophy," they come up with statements like 
"Learning is the individual's discovery of personal 
meaning" . . . "Learning promoted by the school 
should be appropriate to the learner's needs" . . . 
"One of the individual's most important tasks is 
to develop a sound set of values. . . ." (Texas 
ASCD Curriculum Rationale for the 1980s). 
Then, teachers take the illogical step of reducing 
these goals—which reflect a contemporary-relati- 
vistic philosophy. They state their goals as they 
do because they sound more humanistic. They 
shape their classroom behavior as they do because 
everything in their upbringing and training has 
shaped them within the predominant traditional 
world-view. But without the awareness to recog 
nize this (see again answer two), teachers proceed 
to behave traditionally in their classrooms while 
thinking they are actually implementing those 
fine-sounding humanistic goals. If you ask them 
what they are trying to do, they will list a num 
ber of those goals; but if you watch what they 
actually do, you are likely to observe much the 
same kind of teaching that has been the basic 
pattern of American education since the turn of 
the century.

My concluding argument is this: if your 
goals are stated in contemporary-relativistic

terms, you cannot move toward the teacher- 
planned behavioral-objectives approach and re 
main consistent with your stated goals. You must 
move in some other direction, and it cannot be a 
deterministic, teacher-planned and controlled di 
rection. Two possibilities come to mind, and there 
are probably others:

Figure 1.

c-r rationale c-r rationale

In other words, objectives must grow out of 
activities and classroom situations, rather than 
preceding them.

On the other hand (as is perfectly plausible) 
if you want teachers to use behavioral objectives; 
if you value (as, I have contended, most honest 
educators would admit they do) the traditional- 
deterministic assumptions and the school charac 
teristics listed earlier; they you must help teachers 
to frame their goal statements in consistently tra 
ditional-deterministic language:

Figure 2.

t-d rationale

I
t-d goals

I
behavioral 
objectives

I
each 
ictivi

I
teacher-planned 
activities

3 Maxine Greene. Teacher As Stranger. Belmont, Cali 
fornia: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1973.
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The only alternative is neurotic: to have hu 
manistic goals and deterministic behavior is 
bound to be alienating—"I say this, but I do that." 
Philip Slater maintains4 that western society is 
already quite neurotic enough to exhibit this con 
tradictory behavior without even recognizing the 
contradiction; perhaps so. At any rate, the edu 
cational institution does seem to function this 
way, and within this contradiction, I suspect, lies 
the answer to the failure of school reform. L?U
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